Black History Begins in the Home: Please Permanently Post this Note on a CLOSET DOOR, or Bed. Luv U

Hotep!!!
Ten Black Heroines : Every child should know
 SANKOFA: 400 years can never TRUMP over 6,000 years of Our History 
Personal Note to Black Parents: Continue INSPIRING our children to become Responsible Parents

A Mother,
A Baby needs one,
A Boy’s “first love” is one,
A Man can and will have only one,
A Girl is expected to someday become one,
A Woman is the only one that can ever be one,
A Mother Loves you more than you Love yourself,
A Mother is the closest thing we have to God on Earth
Black Woman, Mother of Creation, Queen of My Universe, I Thank you.
1. The Divine Black Mothers: Dr. Merit Ptah(2700BC) & Dr. Peses-Het(2100BC) Healer & Teacher
 Dr. Merit Ptah – The World’s FIRST Mother of Medicine: Chief Physician & Great Scientist
 The World’s First known Female Physician & First Woman named in the history of Science
 Dr. Peses-Het: Known as Lady Overseer, Head Physician and Supervisor of Physicians
 She graduated surgeons, midwives, maternal doctors & gynecologists at Sais Medical School
Sais Women’s Medical School: Students used the Kahun Papyrus
 Kahun Papyrus gave detailed instructions on performing surgery & treating women’s illnesses
 Medical knowledge was used to poison enemies or to heal friends
“I have come from the school of medicine at Heliopolis [the ancient Egyptian capital), and have studied at the
women’s school at Sais where the Divine Mothers have taught me how to cure diseases”
2. Queen N’zinga (1583 - December 17, 1663) – from Present day N’gola (Angola)
 Brilliant military strategist, charismatic leader, and a true Warrior
 Notorious in war for personally leading her troops into battle
 “Adopted” Christianity to further seal a peace treaty with the Portugese; the dishonest Portuguese
later broke the terms of the treaty
 Made alliances with enemies (Dutch) against other enemies (Portuguese)
3. Harriet Tubman 1800s
 At 13 years old, prevented another slave from being beaten
 The overseer in response fractured her skull; it took months to heal
 Escaped & Returned to rescue siblings & Parents: Benjamin Ross & Harriet Green
 Always carried a gun to shoot enemies and anyone who turns back
 Rescued at least 200 slaves: Had a $40,000 bounty on her head
*$40,000 in 1853 is $1,023,005.68 in 2008. That is over a MILLION Dollar REWARD!!!!
 Civil War: was a nurse, scout, and spy, for the USA in South Carolina
 Raised money for Black schools, women's rights, the elderly & homes for needy
Harriet Tubman Quote: “I freed a thousand slaves; But, I could have freed thousands more, if only they knew
they were slaves.”
4. Yaah Asantewaa (1840 – October 17, 1921) – Queen Mother of the Asante (Ghana)
 Leader of “Golden Stool War”: Ashanti rebellion against British colonialism in 1900: Victorious
in battle
 Leader of over 5,000 Asante warriors; killed over a thousand British & their allies
 The Ashanti defeated the British and maintained independence:
 The Ashanti were never COLONIZED
“Is it true that the bravery of the Ashanti is no more? …I shall call upon my fellow women. We will fight the
white men. We will fight till the last of us falls in the battlefields!!!”
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5. Madam C.J. Walker (December 23, 1867 – May 25, 1919)
 Guinness Book of Records: The First Female of any race to become a millionaire on her own
 Founded: Madam C.J. Walker Mfr. Co. for hair care products & cosmetics
 Philanthropist: left two-thirds of her money to schools & charities
6. Nanny of the Maroons (1680-1730s): Ashanti born Leader & Obiyah Woman (Priest)
 The British lived to regret the day they put Nanny on a slave boat
 Military genius; Master in the art of guerilla warfare
 Killed hundreds of British soldiers; Terrorized the wicked British slavers
Religion
 Almost every slave rebellion involved African spiritual practices
 Obiyah made Nanny invincible to whites; able to catch bullets with her hands
 Religions like ObiYah & VieuxDieux strike the Fear of God into the wicked
 Through the effective use of Propaganda & Lies, Whites have convinced Blacks, even to this day,
to be afraid of the Religions of their LOVING AFRICAN Fore-parents.
7. Dr. Angela Davis (January 26, 1944 – present)
 Leader, Professor, Feminist, Socialist and Communist
 Twice a candidate for Vice President of the USA on the Communist ticket
 Active in the Civil Rights Movement and in the Black Panthers
 Founder of “Critical Resistance” - working to abolish the prison-industrial complex
Legal Troubles
 Aug 18, 1970: Accused as an accomplice to conspiracy, kidnapping & murder
 Dr. Davis becomes the third woman to be on the FBI’s Top Ten Most Wanted
 Fled California but got captured in New York City; 1972 - found not guilty
 Moved to Cuba, with fellow Freedom Fighters Huey Newton & Stokely Carmichael
 Targeted by the United States under Cointelpro
Cointelpro is short for Counter Intelligence Program. (1956 and 1971)- a series of secret & often illegal,
projects conducted by the United States to disrupt political organizations & activism
8. Hat-shep-sut (1508 BC - 1458 BC) – “God’s Wife” – “The Architect”
 One of the most successful pharaohs, Foster-mother to MOSES from the Bible
 One of the most prolific builders in ancient Egypt: Reigned for 22 years; Later pharaohs
attempted to claim some of her projects as theirs:
 Made a legendary journey to the land of “Punt” (Possibly Israel)
9. Candace of Meroe: (332 BC) – Queen of Nubia (Egypt, Somalia, Ethiopia & Yemen)
 Military tactician: drove “Alexander the Great Devil” away from Nubia, 332 BC
 A scared Alexander retreats and runs north to invade Upper Egypt instead
 Rode Standing on top of a Black war elephant
10. Empress Makeda: (960 BC) – Queen of Sheba - (Ethiopia, Somalia, Egypt & Yemen)
 The Exquisitely Black Queen: Mother of King Solomon’s Son (Menelik)
 Menelik later visited his father in Jerusalem & returned with the Ark of the Covenant to Ethiopia:
where it remains to this day
 In Islamic tradition she is called Balqis
 Ethiopians regard themselves to be God’s chosen people
Bonus**
11. Zenobia (240 – 274+): Black Queen who ruled Iraq, Syria, Palestine & Egypt
 Defeated Rome; The Brave; Claims descent from the African Queen Cleopatra
 Described as beautiful and intelligent with a DARK COMPLEXION, pearly white teeth, and
bright Black eyes; Known for being even “more beautiful” than Cleopatra
 Fluent in Egyptian, Arabic, Greek & Aramaic

* Aramaic is a Semitic language belonging to the Afro-asiatic language family.
It is the Native language spoken by the Virgin Mary and Yahshua (Jesus).
Yahshua spent the first years of his life in AFRICA - Mtw 2:13
Black Woman, Mother of Creation, Queen of My Universe, I Thank you!!!
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